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Systems biology

• Cross-disciplinary

• All of the elements in a biological system

• Relationship & response

Core areas of systems biology

• High-throughput data measurement

• Data analysis and modeling

• Data integration and sharing
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High-throughput data measurement

- Genomics

• International HapMap consortium 
reported the mapping of human 

haplotypes

• Single nucleotide polymorphism 

(SNP) are inherited in blocks along 
chromosomes called haplotypes

• Genomic DNA array
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http://www.hapmap.org/

The construction of the HapMap occurs in three steps.
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Schematic comparison between the Affymetric and Illumina array-based 

SNP detection technologies
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Three levels of a generic cellular response for therapeutics
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High-throughput data measurement

- Genomics

• Technique developed for measuring the dynamic 

and abundance of individual gene expression

• Molecular beacon
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Molecular beacons

F: Fluorophore Q: Quencher
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High-throughput data measurement

- Proteomics

• PTMs & interaction networks

• Top-down and bottom-up Mass spectrometry (MS) 
(IDBEST, iTRAQ)

• Forward-phase and reverse-phase protein array

• Yeast two-hybrid (BIND, DIP, IntAct, GeneGo inc, 
Ingenuity Systems Inc)
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Reverse phase protein microarray

(analytes bound on solid phase)

Forward phase protein microarray

(analytes captured from solution)
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High-throughput data measurement

- Metabolomics

• Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)

• Fusion MS and infrared spectroscopy

• GC-MS

• LC-MS
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Data analysis and modeling

- Gene expression and genetic variation

• Possibility of measuring tens of thousands of 

transcription level in parallel, model have focused on 
transcription regulation 

• Recent studies have been undertaken to link genes 
with phenotype on a genome-wide
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Data analysis and modeling

- The global structure of networks

• Prediction of the function of uncharacterized genes 

by gene expression and PPI data

• Transcription binding site

• Identify protein-metabolite correlations

• Prediction regulatory networks
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Data analysis and modeling

- Stochastic dynamic models of gene expression

• Gene regulatory circuits form noisy and non-linear 

dynamic systems (e.g. toggle, switch)

• Single-cell level models
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Detailed models

• Step 1: choose a set of component, and define their 

interactions based on what is known about the 
system

• Step 2: Select parameters that quantify the cellular 

concentrations of the components and the strength 
of the interactions between components
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Detailed models

• Step 3: Choose a mathematical formulation or a 

method of simulation

- reaction-network model, e.g. ODEs

(uniform concentrations)

- reaction-diffusion model, e.g. PDEs

(concentrations vary with position)
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Different ways of formulating mathematical models
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Reviewed models
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Example of a simple ODE Model of a biochemical network

ODE: ordinary differential equation
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Data integration and sharing

• Extensible markup language (XML)

-MAGE-ML (gene expression)

-mzXML (mass)

• Resource Description Framework

(RDF)

• Web Ontology Language (OWL)

-Using RDF as a core data format

-Modeling domain information as 
ontologies
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Interactive process of modeling a biological signaling system
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COX-2 inhibitor effects in the prostaglandin pathway.
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Conclusion

• There is considerable complexity within the 

system, much of which is still being identified.

• Systems biology will ultimately revolutionize our 

understanding of biology, as well as disease 

onset, mechanisms and progression, and will 

radically improve treatment of various diseases. 
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Thanks  for  attention


